CHAPTER I

An Introduction to Pratisakhya Literature with Special
Reference to Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya

Vedas are the earliest literary treatises of mankind, representing the earliest
recorded form of speech. As these literary works represent one of the earliest form
of languages these are of immense importance for the study of history and
evolution of language and culture of the world. Although extensive studies have
been carried out about the Vedas, these texts have enough materials in^for further
studies. That makes them ever-relevant as a subject of study.
Mantras and Brahmanas are the principal constituents of each of the Vedas.1 2
While Samhitas are collections of Mantras and liturgies, Brahmanas primarily
contain explanations'of the Samhitas i.e, they contain injunctions for the rituals and
present discussions on various aspects of the rites which are by rule performed to
the accompaniment of chanting of Mantras.

1 Cf. Q..mantrabr5hmanayorvedanamadheyam, Apastambaparibhasasutra, 1.33,

b. mantrabrdhmanatmakah sabdarafirvedah, Sayana in RBBh, p.8 .
2 Cf. brahmanam ridma karmanastanmantrandm ca vyakhyanagranthah, SayanabhUsya
on TS, 1.5.1.
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From Puranic accounts one comes to know that at a certain point of time
Mantrasamhitas of the Veda existed as a single whole. For the convenience of
sacrificial rituals and easy comprehension of these texts ^the people of limited
intellect, sage Krsnadvaipayana Vyasa, made four divisions of the Veda.3 The four
divisions became four separate Samhitas, viz., Rk, Sama, Yajus and Atharva.4
Vyasa entrusted the responsibility of teaching and expanding the knowledge of
respective Vedasamhitas to his four disciples. Paila was entrusted with the
responsibility of Rgveda, Jaimini with the Samaveda, Vaisampayana with the
Yajurveda and finally Sumantu with the Atharvaveda.5 The above-stated four sages
taught the Samhitas to their respective students and these students again taught
their own disciples and others. For centuries such a teaching learning process
continued completely on oral basis. In the process, Vedic knowledge expanded in a
large scale and with the expansion certain deviations occurred in relation to the
arrangement of Mantras and their appropriate pronunciation. Certain groups
followed particular schemes of arrangement and mode of pronunciation of Mantras.

3Cf. asminnapyantare brahmanbhagav'aUokabhdvanakf
parasardtsatyavatyamamsasakalayd vibhuh |
avatirno mahabhago vedam cakre caturvidham\, BhP, 12.6.48-49 •
4 Cf.

rgatharvayajuhsdmnam rasmuddhrtya vargasah /
catasrcdsamhitascakre mantrairmanigana iva

11, BP, 12.6.50 *

3 Cf. tatrargvedadharahpailah samago jaiminih kavih\
vaisampayana evaiko nisnato yajusamuta |
atharvangirasamasTt sumanturddruno munih\\, BP, 1.4.21,
2
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These led to the development of the various Vedic schools called Sakhas.
Patanjali, the author of the Mahabhasya knew twenty one Sakhas of the Rgveda,
<■

r

one thousand Sakhas of the Samaveda, one hundred Sakhas of the Yajurveda and
r

nine SSkhas of the Atharvaveda.

7

Importance of Yajurveda
From the ritualistic point of view, Yajurveda comes next to the Rgveda in
importance. From literary perspective also Rgveda owes greater appreciation and
attention and that is why the other Vedic Samhitas very often borrow and quote
Mantras belonging to the Rgveda for various ritualistic purposes. However, so far
as performances of sacrificial rituals are concerned, Yajurveda becomes prominent.
Q

The importance of Yajurveda is acknowledged by the Rgveda itself. Vedic religion
has become significant due to the sacrificial rituals and the Yajurveda deals with
the bulk of the rituals. Thus, SSyanacarya says: yajurvede nispannam
yajnasarTramupajtvya

tadapeksitau

stotra

sastrarupau

avayavau

itarena

vedadvayena puryete.69 7 *

6 ta eva rsayo vedam svam svam vyasyannanekadha\
sisyaihprasisyaistat si§yairveddste sakhino ’bhavan\\, BhP, 1.4.23 .

7 Cf. ekavimsatidha bahvrcyam/sahasravartma samaveda\
ekasatam adhvaryusakha navadha atharvanah 11, MBh, Paspasahnika
Cf. ream tvah posamaste pupusvdn/ gayatram tvo gayati sakvarisu]
brahma tvo vadati jatavidyam/yajnasya matram vimfmita u tvah\\, RV, X.71.11 ,

9 RBBh, p.7.
A
•
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According to Yaska, the term yajus is derived from the root yaj denoting
performing rituals.10 Following this view of Yaska, Verma adds that yajus are the
Mantras, which are used in worshiping deities and offering oblations.*11 Hence,
from the spiritual point of view of Vedic religion Yajurveda enjoys prominence.

Different schools of Yajurveda
As per ancient Indian tradition, just like the other Vedas, Yajurveda also
sprung from Brahma, the first propounder of the Vedas. From Brahma through
generations of scholars and through Krsnadvaipayana Vyasa, knowledge of yajus
was attained by Vaisampayana. The Yajurvedic school, expanded by the followers
of Vaisampayana is known as Brahma school and is represented by the Taittirvya
or the Black Yajurveda.
The other school of the Yajurveda is the Aditya School, represented by the
_

/

Sukla Yajurveda or the White Yajurveda. From the Puranic accounts, one comes to
know that Yajnavalkya, a disciple of Vaisampayana, for certain reasons had to
return , whatever he learned from Vaisampayana. By the grace of the Sun god
(Visnu in disguise), Yajnavalkya attained the knowledge of yajus from the god
inthe guise of a Vaji (horse). Hence, this Veda came to be known as Vajasaneyi
j2

/

otherwise called Sukla or White Yajurveda .

10 Cf. yajuryajateh, Mr, 7.12 .
11 Cf. Introduction on VP,p.3 .
12 Cf. evam stutah• sa bhagavan vajirupadharo harif]• j.
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Scholars say that the Taittinya samhita is called krsna or Black Yajurveda,
because of absence of a clear division of mantra and brahmana
texts contained in it
s
and due to unsystematic arrangement of duties of the priests belonging to the
Yajurveda and Rgveda.
On the other hand, in the Sukla Yajurveda, there is a clear division of Mantras
and Brahmanas. It is a collection of verses only and henceitbis mxnd&ukla.

Different branches of white Yajurveda:
Bhagavata purana mentions fifteen SSkhas of the white Yajurveda, which
Yajnavalkya himself taught to his fifteen disciples. With the passage of time, the
fifteen Sakhas were named after the disciples of Yajnavalkya. The names of the
r

Stkhas of the White Yajurveda are_

/

I. Kanva, 2. Madhyandina, 3, Sapeya, 4. TSpayaruya, 5. Kapala,
6. Paundra vatsa, 7. Avatika, 8. Paramavatika, 9. Parasarya, 10. Vaidheya,
II. Vaineya, 12. Audheya, 13. Gal aba, 14. Baijafea, 15. KatyayanTya.
Out of these fifteen Sakhas only the Samhitas belonging to Kanva and
Madhyandina sakha are extant at present. Kanva Sakha is that recension of white
Yajurveda , which is followed and expanded by the followers of Kanva, the first
disciple of YSjnavalka. This recension contains 40 chapters, 328 Anuvakas and
2086 Mantras.

yajumsyayatayamani munaye’dStprasaditah\\, BhP,XLl-6J3 .
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The recension of the Yajurveda, disseminated by sage Madhyandina is
known as Madhyandina Sakha. This sakha also contains 40 chapters but 303
Anuvakas and 1975 Mantras. Thus, it has a lesser number of Mantras than that of
-

the Kama recension. The celebrated commentators Uvata and Mahidjara prepared
commentaries on the Madhyandina recension of the White Yajurveda.

The Pratisakhyas:
The Pratisakhyas primarily denote a range of literary works associated with
t

particular Sakhas of the Vedas. Anantabhatta, while commenting on the first sutra
of the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya says:
sakhayam iakhayampratipratisakham\
pratisakham bhavam itipratisakhyam\\
1 “3

Following the Paninian sutra: avyayibhavacca , the suffix nya is added to
the word pratisakha and the word pratisakhya is formed. Again, following the
Paninian sUtra: sakhadibhyo yat14, the suffix yat is added to the stem sakha in the
same sense . That makes the word sakhya and sakhyam sakhyam prati
pratisakhyam and following the sutra : adhikrtya krtegranthe

suffix an is added

to the word pratisakhya and ultimately the word pratis'd.khya is formed.

13Cf.Ast, 4.3.59.
14 Cf Ibid, 5.3.103.
15 Cf. Ibid, 4.3.87.
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With the expansion of Vedic knowledge at a large scale and in a wider
geographical range, scholars started apprehending adulterations of the sacred texts
caused by incomprehensive and limited knowledge of a large section of readers
which might lead to further application of Mantras corrupt with reading in
sacrificial rituals. In order to prevent this apprehended problem, scholars composed
the six Vedangas and Upangas of the Vedas to keep the Vedic texts free from
corrupt readings, easy comprehension of holy texts and appropriate performance of
sacrificial rituals. The Pratisakhyas, also called Parsadas are considered as Upangas
/

and are associated with the Siksa Vedanga. The use of the term parsada for three
texts is found in Yaska’s Nirukta.16 There are enough grounds to think that the
word parsada or parisada are synonyms and may have been derived respectively
from parsad and parisad (council of scholars), Visnumitra in the introductory
verses of his Vargadvayavrtti on Rgvedapratisakhya, has referred to his father as
the most knowledgeable person in the

Parisada i,e,. the Pratisakhya text.

Durgacarya also makes reference to Parsadas i.e.,councils of scholars, where
phonetic and grammatical discourses used to take place which paved the ways of
/

Pratisakhyas.

16 CfNk, 1.17.

ig

.

17 Cf. sa bai parisade sresthah, Vargadvayavrtti, v.6 .
18 Cf. svacarana parsadyeva yaih pratisakhaniyatameva .
paddvagrahapragrhyakramasamhitdsvara- laksanamucyate tanmani pratisakhydni,
Durgabhdsya on Nir, 1.17.
7

Though the Pratisakhyas are said to be the Upangas of the Siksa texts, yet
these texts are in no way of lesser importance than the Siksas. Rather, in the
gravity of their contents and volume Pratisakhyas enjoy a higher status and that
makes one think that the prefix upa in the word updhga is used in the sense of
superiority, following the Paninian sutra upo’dhike ca.19 However, Rgveda
Pratisakhya claims that the Pratisakhyas, which represent the science of phonemes
are comprehensive Vedangas.20
^_

f

/

As associates of Siksa Vedanga, the Pratisakhyas too deal with the subjects
of siksa. The scope of siksa, as told by Sayana is- alphabets, accent and mode of
pronunciation of letters.

91

The Sutras: (a), varnadosa vivekartham, (b).tinkrttaddhitacatustayasamasah
f-

j
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sabdamayam and (c). atha siksa vihita, found in the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya prove
that the scope of the treatise is phonetics and grammar.22 Uvata also says that in
comparison to other subjects, Pratisakhyas are superior, because these deal with
both siksa and vyakarana as well. In his introduction to the Taittinya Pratisakhya,
Rangacarya observes that though siksa and vyakarana are the subjects of

19 Ast,
1.4.87,
»t
20 Cf. krtsnam ca vedangamanindyamarsam, RP, 14.69 •
Cf. varnasvarddyuccdranaprakaro yatropadisyate sdsiksa, RBBh, p.98 .
22 VP, 1.26; 27& 2923 vrddhamidam sUstramanyani /astranyapeksya, siksavihitam vyakaranavihitam casmin .
sdstre ubhayam yatah prakriyate, Uvatabhasya on VP, 1.169 •
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Pratislkhyas, still Pratisakhyas are primarily concerned with grammar.24 The scope
of Rgveda Pratisakhya is even an extensive one. It includes prosody also. Thus in
an introductory verse on the Rgveda Pratisakhya, Uvata sayssiksa cchanda vyakaranaih samanyenokta laksanam\
tadevamiha sakhayamitisdstraprayojanam\\

The Vargadvayavrtti of Visnumitra on the Rgveda Pratisakhya gives a list
of the topics which a reader of Vedas should know and those topics are thoroughly
discussed in the Pratisakhyas and there lies the significance of the study of
Pratisakhyas.23 To state the importance of studying Tt the Pratisakhyas, Uvata says
that one cannot claim his right to recite holy scriptures unless he acquires the skill
of recitation fully. For a fulfilling recitation of scriptures one should have the
knowledge of respective Pratisakhyas.26

The Age of Pratisakhya:

24 Cf. asya satrasya mulabhutam vydkarayampurvasastramityucyate\ tasmin kalpo na
vidhTyate/saksat siksayam tu vidhfyate/ vyakaranapradhanam hyetacchastram,
Introduction on TP, p.3 .

25 Cf. gurutvam laghuta sdmyarh hrasvadirghaplutani ca |
lopagamavikarascaprakrtirvikramah kramah\|
svaritodnttanTcatvam s^aso nadastathobhayam\, Vargadvayavrtti, w.5-6 .

26 japadau nadhikaro ’sti samyakpathamajanatah\
pratisdkhyamato jneyam samyakpathasya siddhaye 11, Uvatabhasya on VP, 1.1.
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The age of the Pratisakhya is very difficult to ascertain and as such
Goldstucker remarks-“there is no work of Hindu antiquity which has caused more
uncertainly, as respects the question of date, than these Pratisakhya works”.27
Many oriental as well as foreign scholars tried to ascertain the dates of
Pratisakhyas.
The mention of Parsada28 in the Nirukta of Yaska proves that the
Pratisakhya existed before Yaska. By establishing a relative chronology of Yaska’s
t

mm

Nirukta and Panini’s Astadhyayf, the approximate age of the Pratisakhya texts can
be ascertained.
Maxmuller considers the Pratisakhyas as basically phonetical works and that
Panini borrowed phonetic topics from the Pratisakhyas. In his words - “the
Pratisakhyas are never called Vyakaranas , grammars, and it only incidentally that
they allude to strictly grammatical questions. The perfect phonetic system on which
Panini’s grammar is built is no doubt taken from the Pratisakhyas.”29Thus,
according to him PratisSkhyas preceded Panini. Roth too considers the Pratisakhyas
as pre-Paninian. Goldstucker has also stated that the Pratisakhyas are pre-Paninian.
He has further stated that some of the Paninian rules are borrowed immediately

27 Goldstucker ,Theodor. Panini-His Place In Sanskrit Literature, Chowkhamba,
Varanasi, 2005, p.202 .
1

•JQ

^
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padaprakrtmi sarvacarananam parsadani, Mr, 1.17 .
29 Goldstucker, loc. cit.
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from the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya{). Some scholars however try to identify
Katyayana, the author of Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya with Katyayana, the author of the
Varttikas. If that is considered to be correct then at least the Vajasaneyi
Pratisakhya has to be considered as post-Paninian. Unlike the paninian system the
treatment of visarjamya as a distinct phoneme and thorough 'discussion of
visarjamya sandhi in the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya proves that it is as old as other
Pratisakhyas. Moreover a person who has worked on a perfect sutra work like that
of Papini’ AstadhyayT, cannot just simply produce a sutra work like Vajasaneyi
Pratisakhya, which lacks in economy so far as the use of words are concerned. But
mere identical names cannot prove the identity of a person.

The Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya’.
The Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya, as the name indicates, belongs to the
Vajasaneyi Samhita or the White Yajurveda. It is the only extant Pratisakhya of the
white Yajurveda, hence it is considered as the representative work of not only the
Madhyandina Sakha of white Yajurveda, but also of all the fifteen SIkhas of white
Yajurveda stated above.31

30 Cf. but in our present case I should myself indeed, rather (in der tat eher) prefer
deciding for Panini’s having borrowed (them) immediately (from the Vajasaneyi
✓

Pratisakhya), on account of great speciality of some of these rules, Ibid, p.205.
31 Cf. Anantabhatta on VP, 1.1.
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The work is written in sutra style with few exceptions and is divided into
eight chapters. Total number of sutra is seven hundred and thirty-four. This
Pratisakhya lays the rules for the proper pronunciation of the white Yajurvedic
language. The various topics dealt with in it have been presented in a scattered
way. For example the rules of accentuation are found in the first, second, fourth
and the sixth chapter. The definitions of accents, like uccairudattah ,
mcairanudattah33 etc are found in the first chapter. The entire second chapter is
though dedicated to Svaras only, there also intrudes the definitions of anudesa
34etc. From Sutras 133 to 134 of the fourth chapter also discuss svara. The sixth
chapter again deals with the accentuation of verbs and prefixes. It also records the
peculiarities in recitation of the holy text by certain teachers. This treatise refers to
ten early grammarians as mentioned below and some other grammarians without
naming them.
/

f

/

/

1. Kanva. 2. Sakatayana, 3. Sakalya, 4. Aupasavi, 5. Kasyapa,
6. Dalbhya,7. Saunaka, 8. Jatukarnya. 9. Gargya, 10. Madhyandina.
This Pratisakhya puts forward a thorough account of alphabets and the
mode of pronunciation of each and every phoneme of the listed alphabets. It uses a
number of technical terms, defines them and also justifies the use of such technical
32 VP, 1.108.
33 Ibid, 1.109.
34 purvavdnanudesah, Ibid, 2.1 .
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terms. Among other topics, it presents important discussions on accents,
juxtaposition, parts of speech, cerebralisation of different speech sounds,
padapatha, kramapatha and the rules pertaining to vedadhyayana.
In volume, though it comes next to the Rgveda Pratisakhya, but the
phonetical discussions and clear enumeration of alphabets and thorough discussion
on sandhi make this Pratisakhya an invaluable work. One of the striking features of
this Pratisakhya is that the concluding sutra of all the chapters is vrddham vrddhih.
This sutra, according to both Uvata and Anantabhatta has been thus incorporated
into the text to indicate the importance of the work.
y

The Authorship of Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya:
It is beyond doubt that the propounder of Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya is
Katyayana. The work itself refers to his name in the penultimate sutra of this
Pratisakhya as its

author:

ityaha svarasamskarapratisthapayita bhagavan

katyayanahd6lt is however interesting to note that in this sentence Katyayana has
been called bhagavan Katyayana. This seems to raise a question as to whether the
Sutras were actually composed by Katyayana himself. This is because, it is
improbable that a person would refer to himself as bhagavan 31 There may be two
35 vrddhamidam sdstramanydni sastranyapeksya, siksdvihitam vyakaranavihitam casmin
sastreyatahprakriyate\ ata eva hetoh sisyanametacchastrasravinam vrddhirbhavati,
Uvatabhasya on VP, 1.1.
36 VP, 8.61.
37 The significance of the word bhagavan when used as an epithet has been stated by
Anantabhatta as follows13

T ZUL

possibilities - first possibility may be that the Sutras were composed by some
followers of Katyayana as per the rules and regulations of Vedic phonetics and
grammar laid down by Katyayana. A second possibility may be that the last chapter
of the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya may be composed by someone other than
Katyayana. Anantabhatta also refers to the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya as Katyayana
**

oo

sutra in the introduction to his bhasya .
But the name Katyayana occurs in Sanskrit literature as the author of several
_

✓

_

other treatises like Sarvanukramanf, Katyayana Srauta Sutra and the Vafttikas on
AstadhyayT. Sources say that KStyayana composed one Svargdrohanakavya and 18
Parisistas. These are*«

1. Yupalaksana, 2. Chagalaksana, 3. Pratijna, 4. Anuvakasamkhya, 5.
„

/

/

,

Caranavyuha, 6. Sraddhakalpa, 7. Sulvaka, 8. Parsada, 9. Rgyajumsi, 10.
Istakapurlnam, 11. Pavaradhyaya, 12. Ukthvastra, 13. Kmtusamkhya^ 14. Nigama,
15. YajSaporsvam, 16. Hotraka, 17. Putavotthana, 18. Karmalaksana.
Maha Mahopadhyay Kashinath Vasudev Abhyankar considered the author
of the Varttikas on Panini and the author of Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya, as one and the

utpattim ca vinasam ca bhutanfimagatim gatim\
vetti vidyamavidyam ca sa vacyo bhagavaniti\\,Anantabhdsya on FP,8.61 .
38 Cf. Anantabhatta on VP, 1.1 .
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same person39. But according to'him, the Prakrt grammarian Vararuci is a different
person from Varttikakara Vararuci Katyayana.40

39 Cf. kdtyayan, the well known author of the Varttikas on the sutras of Panini. He also
believed to be the author of the Vajasaneyi Prdiisakhya and many sutra works named
after him, A Dictionary ofSanskrit Grammar, Oriental Institute, Baroda, p. 109.
40 Ibid.
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